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SHARK MOTION CLINIC 

MEET YOUR SHARK MOTION CLINIC OFFICER COMMITTEE 

Clinic Coordinator: Joy Nicole Murphy, SPT 3
Hello, fellow Sharks! I have the pleasure of being your clinic coordinator
for this year! This will be my second year serving on the Shark Motion
Committee! Last year, I held the position of Shark Motion Laison for
SPTA's board. I live in St. Pete with my fiance and our pup, Lilly! I got my
Bachelor’s Degree in International Relations and Philosophy at USF; I
founded the Gamma Phi Beta Eta Eta Chapter at USF. I was a wedding
coordinator for 8 years and did over 1,000 weddings in the Tampa Bay
area! I've worked in the service industry for more than a decade. And
one of my hobbies is beekeeping which I have done for over 8 years, so
save the bees! 
Why Shark Motion Clinic?
First of all, it is my absolute passion to help people! And, I've always felt
it was really important to be of service to the community; Shark Motion
Clinic gave me that opportunity to provide real help for people in need
in the Tampa Bay Area. Moreover, I know that by serving on this
committee I could work with brilliant people to make a real change in
the world.

Assistant Clinic Coordinator: Madonna Roshdy, SPT2
My name is Madonna Roshdy, I am a Physical Therapy Assistant and a
mother of two wonderful children. My hobbies include kayaking and
traveling and spending time with my family.

Why Shark Motion? 
I love serving and giving back to the community. I chose shark motion
because I knew it would fulfill my service desire and would help me
reach my potential aspiration of helping others

Be on the lookout for the NEW Winter Sign-
Up Genius schedule!  
Any questions or concerns email Joy
Murphy at jm4994@mynsu.nova.edu



Outcomes Officer: Alyssa N. Gomes, SPT2 
Hi, my name is Alyssa and I am excited to help the SMC as the Outcomes
Officer. I have unique work experience from aviation to patient care but I
am beyond excited to be entering the physical therapy field of
healthcare. I completed my Biomedical Bachelors' at USF. I am going on 6
years with my soon-to-be husband Jeremy and we are avid outdoor
adventure lovers. I have too many hobbies to name but I love to cook,
work out, and get out in nature any chance I can.

Why Shark Motion Clinic?
I love that Shark Motion is a pro bono clinic. In my short experience in
healthcare I have seen how many people trust that all doctors know best,
don’t ask questions, or don’t know what questions to ask and that
personally scares me because while there are many great doctors, not all
are good ones or practice patient-centered care. SMC is a place where
we can provide quality healthcare, educate patients, and answer any
questions patients may have. It is a place where we have an opportunity
to make healthcare better and I’d like to help any way I can with that. 

Student Coordination Officer: Marviana Mackey, SPT2
Hello, my name is Marvi and I am serving as the Student Coordination
Officer for Shark Motion Clinic. I previously attended the University of
Florida where I received a bachelor’s degree in exercise science. As a
PT2, I also serve as the SPTA Fundraising Chair. In my free time, I enjoy
playing with my dog, officiating sports, and exploring new places.
 

Why Shark Motion? 
I chose to be a part of Shark Motion because I believe increasing access
to care is essential for improving our community health. I agree with the
clinic’s mission and wanted the opportunity to give back to my community
by playing a role in the day-to-day clinical operations. I am confident
that this experience will not only assist with my professional growth but
also provide invaluable experiences.

Supervisor Scheduling Officer: Katlyn Kimball, SPT2 
My name is Katlyn Kimball, and I am the new Supervisor Scheduling
Officer for the Shark Motion Clinic! I live on the East Coast of Florida in a
small beach town called Vero Beach. I attended Florida State University
(GO NOLES!) where I obtained a Bachelor’s degree in Biology and
Psychology. I enjoy running, going to the beach, and hanging out with my
dog, Bentley. 

Why Shark Motion?
I joined Shark Motion Clinic because I was interested in being able to
help individuals in need of healthcare services and unable to obtain them
due to barriers.


